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Abstract
In this paper, we present a learning-based approach to the symbolic reasoning problem of dynamic argumentation, where the knowledge about attacks between arguments is incomplete or evolving. Specifically, we employ deep reinforcement learning to learn which attack relations between arguments should be added or deleted in order to enforce the acceptability of (a set of) arguments. We show that our Graph Neural Network (GNN) architecture EGNN can learn a near optimal enforcement heuristic for all common argument-fixed enforcement problems, including problems for which no other (symbolic) solvers exist. We demonstrate that EGNN outperforms other GNN baselines and on enforcement problems with high computational complexity performs better than state-of-the-art symbolic solvers with respect to efficiency. Thus, we show our neuro-symbolic approach is able to learn heuristics without the expert knowledge of a human designer and offers a valid alternative to symbolic solvers. We publish our code at https://github.com/DennisCraandijk/DL-Abstract-Argumentation.

Introduction
Recent years have seen rapid developments in neuro-symbolic computing, which aim to put together learning in (deep) neural networks with reasoning and explainability via symbolic representations (d’Avila Garcez et al. 2019). A growing body of literature in this field combines deep learning with reinforcement learning to automatically learn heuristics for symbolic reasoning problems (such as game playing (Silver et al. 2018) and combinatorial optimization (Bengio, Lodi, and Prouvost 2021)). The appeal of this deep reinforcement learning paradigm is that solvers can be learned end-to-end without the tailoring and expert knowledge of a human designer.

One domain where learning based methods are a promising alternative for symbolic methods is computational argumentation. With applications in multi-agent systems, decision-making tools, medical and legal reasoning, computational argumentation has become a major subfield of AI (Atkinson et al. 2017). The foundation of much of the theory of computational argumentation is based on the seminal work by Dung (1995), who introduced abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) - representing arguments and attacks between these arguments - and several acceptability semantics that define which sets of arguments (extensions) can be reasonably accepted. Recent work demonstrates the use of a graph neural network (GNN) to learn to determine which arguments are (part of) an extension (Kuhlmann and Thimm 2019; Craandijk and Bex 2020; Malmqvist et al. 2020) - computational problems which are normally solved with handcrafted symbolic methods (Charwat et al. 2015; Gaggl et al. 2020). These approaches however, learn by supervision of an existing solver used to generate the training data, rather than end-to-end.

In this work we employ a graph-based deep reinforcement learning algorithm on the dynamic argumentation problem of enforcement (Baumann and Brewka 2010): given sets of arguments that we (do not) want to accept, how to modify the argumentation framework in such a way that these arguments are (not) accepted, while minimizing the number of changes (Baumann 2012). Here, it is possible to distinguish between extension enforcement – modifying an argumentation framework in such a way that a given set of arguments becomes an extension (Baumann and Brewka 2010) – and status enforcement (Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo 2016) – modifying an argumentation framework in such a way that the arguments in one set become accepted while at the same time the arguments in another set are not accepted.

While there has been ample formal work on enforcement and its complexity (Doutre and Mailly 2018; Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo 2017), only a few automated solvers currently exist, which all translate the problem into a symbolic formalism for which a dedicated solver exists. In contrast to solvers for static argumentation (i.e. determining acceptability or extensions under various semantics), for which there is a lively community (Gaggl et al. 2020), there is less work on solvers for dynamic enforcement problems, with enforcement not being part of the ICCMA competitions1. Existing algorithms on extension and status enforcement have been published by Coste-Marquis et al. (2015); Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo (2017); Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo (2016); Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo (2018); Niskanen and Järvisalo (2020b) who only tackle some variants of status enforcement. Furthermore, we have found that existing symbolic solvers demonstrate a quite significant drop in run-

1See argumentationcompetition.org and (Gaggl et al. 2020)
time efficiency when confronted with some of the enforcement problems that are higher in the complexity hierarchy, which severely limits their practical applicability. So there is a need for efficient heuristics to tackle these problems. However, designing such heuristics takes considerable effort and domain knowledge on the part of an expert, who generally has to come up with a new heuristic for every type of problem or semantics. As far as we are aware, there exist no heuristics for enforcement problems.

In this paper, we therefore show that it is possible to learn an enforcement heuristic for all extension and status enforcement problems under the most common semantics with only a single architecture. We compare our Enforcement Graph Neural Network (EGNN) to symbolic solvers and two other deep learning models based on recent work in deep learning for argumentation (Craandijk and Bex 2020; Kuhlmann and Thimm 2019; Malmqvist et al. 2020), showing that EGNN often outperforms these baselines on efficiency (solutions found within a time limit) while staying very close to the symbolic solvers in terms of optimality (steps taken to find a solution). We employ a deep reinforcement learning approach that automatically learns to generate solutions that only need to be verified. Such verification is a static argumentation problem for which there are many existing algorithms, thus allowing us to also learn heuristics for dynamic enforcement problems for which no symbolic solvers yet exist.

We start by discussing argumentation and enforcement preliminaries in Section 2. Section 3 then sets up enforcement in dynamic argumentation as a reinforcement learning problem, and Section 4 discusses our Deep Q Network (DQN) model based on a Graph Neural Network (GNN). Section 5 discusses the experimental setup (data, training parameters), and Section 6 discusses the results. We end with a conclusion in Section 7.

Preliminaries

Argumentation Frameworks

We recall abstract argumentation frameworks (Dung 1995).

Definition 1. An abstract argumentation framework (AF) is a pair \(F = (A, R)\) where \(A\) is a (finite) set of arguments and \(R \subseteq A \times A\) is the attack relation. The pair \((a, b) \in R\) means that \(a\) attacks \(b\). A set \(S \subseteq A\) attacks \(b\) if there is an \(a \in S\), such that \((a, b) \in R\). An argument \(a \in A\) is defended by \(S \subseteq A\) iff, for each \(b \in A\) such that \((b, a) \in R\), \(S\) attacks \(b\).

Example 1. Figure 1 illustrates the AF \(F_e = (\{a, b, c, d\}, \{(a, b), (b, c), (b, d), (c, d), (d, c)\})\).

Dung-style semantics define the sets of arguments that can jointly be accepted (extensions). A \(\sigma\)-extension refers to an extension under semantics \(\sigma\). We consider admissible sets and preferred, complete, grounded and stable semantics with the following functions respectively \(\text{adm}\), \(\text{prf}\), \(\text{com}\), \(\text{grd}\), \(\text{stb}\).

Definition 2. Let \(F = (A, R)\) be an AF. A set \(S \subseteq A\) is conflict-free (in \(F\)), if there are no \(a, b \in S\), such that \((a, b) \in R\). The collection of sets which are conflict-free is denoted by \(\text{cf}(F)\). For \(S \in \text{cf}(F)\), it holds that:

- \(S \in \text{adm}(F)\), if each \(a \in S\) is defended by \(S\);
- \(S \in \text{prf}(F)\), if \(S \in \text{adm}(F)\) and for each \(T \in \text{adm}(F)\), \(S \nsubseteq T\);
- \(S \in \text{com}(F)\), if \(S \in \text{adm}(F)\) and for each \(a \in A\) defended by \(S\) it holds that \(a \in S\);
- \(S \in \text{grd}(F)\), if \(S \in \text{com}(F)\) and for each \(T \in \text{com}(F)\), \(T \nsubseteq S\);
- \(S \in \text{stb}(F)\), if for each \(a \in A \setminus S\), \(S\) attacks \(a\).

Example 2. The extensions of \(F_e\) under the preferred, complete and grounded semantics are: \(\text{prf}(F_e) = \{(a, c), (a, d)\}\); \(\text{com}(F_e) = \{(a, c), (a, d)\}\); \(\text{grd}(F_e) = \{a\}\); \(\text{stb}(F_e) = \{(a, c), (a, d)\}\).

Given an AF, we can thus determine all \(\sigma\)-extensions of some \(A F\) \(F\) (enumeration), or verify whether a given set \(S\) is a \(\sigma\)-extension of \(F\) (verification), the latter being denoted by \(\text{Ver}_\sigma(S, F)\).

Furthermore, for some argument \(a\) that is part of \(F\), we can determine if it is credulously accepted under semantics \(\sigma\) – \(a\) is contained in at least one \(\sigma\)-extension – or sceptically accepted under \(\sigma\) – \(a\) is contained in all \(\sigma\)-extensions.

Example 3. Under the preferred semantics, only argument \(a\) is sceptically accepted and arguments \(a, c\) and \(d\) are credulously accepted in \(F_e\).

Enforcement

Extension Enforcement

Extension enforcement concerns modifying an argumentation framework in such a way that a given set of arguments \(S\) becomes an extension (Baumann and Brewka 2010). Enforcing an extension can be accomplished by changing the attack structure, the arguments in an AF, the evaluation semantics or a combination of those (Doutre and Mailly 2018). Since under some change operators it is impossible to enforce an extension, Coste-Marquis et al. (2015) constrained the problem to argument-fixed extension enforcement, where arguments and semantics are fixed and only the attack relations are subject to change. Changing the attack structure while fixing the arguments and semantics can be relevant in situations where information about the attack structure is not complete (the existence or direction of an attack may be unknown for instance). As argument-fixed extension enforcement problems are guaranteed to have a solution - making solvers easier to verify - this approach is adopted in this research. Finally, a distinction is made between a strict setting where an AF should be modified such that \(S\) becomes an extension or the non-strict setting where it suffices that \(S\) is a subset of an extension.
Figure 2: Changing the AF $F_e$ from Figure 1 into AF $F'_e$ by removing the attack $(a, b)$. 

**Definition 3.** Given an AF $F = (A, R)$, a semantics $\sigma$ and a set of arguments $S \subseteq A$. The goal is to change the attack structure $F$ into another attack structure $F'$ such that for strict enforcement, $S$ becomes an extension under semantics $\sigma$ in the modified AF $F' = (A, R')$. $\text{Strict}_\sigma(S, F')$ is then the set

- $\{ R' | F' = (A, R'), S \in \sigma(F') \}$

For non-strict enforcement, $S$ should become a subset of an extension in the modified AF $F' = (A, R')$. $\text{Non-strict}_\sigma(S, F')$ is then the set

- $\{ R' | F' = (A, R'), \exists S' \in \sigma(F') : S \subseteq S' \}$

**Example 4.** Consider enforcing $\{b\}$ in the argumentation framework $F_e$ from example 1. Under complete, grounded, preferred and stable semantics $\{b\}$ can be non-strictly enforced by removing the attack $(a, b)$ as shown in Figure 2, as after removal we have $\text{com}(F'_e) = \text{prf}(F'_e) = \text{grd}(F'_e) = \text{stb}(F'_e) = \{\{a, b\}\}$.

Note that $\text{Non-strict}_\text{adm} = \text{Non-strict}_\text{com} = \text{Non-strict}_\text{pref}$ (Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo 2017, Theorem 1).

**Status Enforcement** Status enforcement (Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo 2016) concerns modifying an argumentation framework in such a way that every argument in a positive set $P$ becomes (sceptically/credulously) accepted, and at the same time every argument in a negative set $N$ becomes not (sceptically/credulously) accepted. Thus, it connects static argumentation (credulous/sceptical acceptance) and dynamic argumentation (extension enforcement) – for example, enforcing $P$ to be a subset of an extension of some AF $F'$ also leads to $F'$ enforcing positive credulous acceptance for the arguments in $P$.

**Definition 4.** Given an AF $F = (A, R)$, a semantics $\sigma$, sets of arguments $P \subseteq A$ and $N \subseteq A$, where $P \cap N = \emptyset$. The goal is to change the attack structure $F$ into another attack structure $F'$ such that for credulous status enforcement Cred $\subseteq \sigma$ in the modified AF $F' = (A, R')$, each argument in $P$ is credulously accepted (in at least one $\sigma$-extension) and each argument in $N$ is not credulously accepted (in any $\sigma$-extension). $\text{Cred}_\sigma(P, N, F')$ is then the set

- $\{ R' | F' = (A, R'), P \subseteq \sigma(F'), N \cap \sigma(F') = \emptyset \}$

For sceptical status enforcement Scept, each argument in $P$ should be sceptically accepted (in all $\sigma$-extensions) and each argument in $N$ should not be sceptically accepted (excluded from at least one $\sigma$-extension) in the modified AF $F' = (A, R')$. $\text{Scept}_\sigma(P, N, F')$ is then the set

- $\{ R' | F' = (A, R'), P \subseteq \sigma(F'), N \cap \sigma(F') = \emptyset \}$

**Example 5.** Consider argument enforcement in the AF $F_e$ from Figure 1 (extensions in Example 2), with $P = \{b\}$ and $N = \{c, d\}$. Under complete, preferred, grounded and stable semantics, these arguments can be enforced credulously and sceptically by removing the attack $(a, b)$ (Figure 2), as after removal we have $\text{com}(F'_e) = \text{prf}(F'_e) = \text{grd}(F'_e) = \text{stb}(F'_e) = \{\{a, b\}\}$.

Note that $\text{Cred}_\text{adm} = \text{Cred}_\text{com} = \text{Cred}_\text{pref}$ and $\text{Cred}_\text{grad} = \text{Scept}_\text{grad} = \text{Scept}_\text{com}$ (Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo 2016, Proposition 6).

**Minimal Change** Since one generally wants to avoid endlessly adding or removing elements in order to enforce the acceptability status of arguments, enforcement is modelled as an optimization problem where the goal is to enforce arguments while minimizing the amount of change to the framework (Baumann 2012). The number of changes in argument-fixed extension enforcement is defined by the Hamming distance between two attack structures.

$$|R \Delta R'| = |R \setminus R'| + |R' \setminus R|$$

The problem thus becomes enforcing arguments by changing the attack structure while minimizing the Hamming distance between the original and modified attack structures.

**Algorithms and Complexity** Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo (2017) and Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo (2016) study the computational complexity of argument-fixed extension and argument enforcement, respectively. Like many argumentation problems (static and dynamic), the complexity of the extension enforcement problem quickly becomes quite complex. For nearly all extension enforcement problems and semantics, the complexity is NP-complete, with $\text{Strict}_\text{grad}$ and nearly all status enforcement problems making a further jump in complexity to $\Sigma_2^P$. The hardest problem is $\text{Scept}_\text{grad}$ at $\Sigma_2^P$. These different levels of complexity will become clearly visible in our experiments (Section ).

To the best of our knowledge only Coste-Marquis et al. (2015) and Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo (2017) provide algorithms for solving argument-fixed extension enforcement problems. These reduction-based approaches first reduce the problem to a formula in propositional logic to benefit from existing dedicated Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers. For instance, Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo (2017) use a maximum satisifiability solver (MaxSAT) in order to find an optimal solution for extension enforcement under various semantics. Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo (2017) implement the algorithms in the Pakota and Maadoita software\(^2\), which support optimal extension enforcement, both strictly and non-strictly, under all current semantics. Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo (2016) further provide status enforcement algorithms in Pakota for optimal credulous and sceptical enforcement under stable and admissible semantics (the latter of which is also a solution to $\text{Cred}_\text{com}$ and $\text{Cred}_\text{pref}$, see Section ). For $\text{Scept}_\text{com}$ (equal to $\text{Scept}_\text{grad}$

---

\(^2\)https://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/coreo/pakota/
and Cred\textsubscript{arg}, see Section ) and Scept\textsubscript{arg}, there are as far as we are aware no (symbolic) solvers currently available.

When learning new heuristics for enforcement problems, we need at the very least be able to verify whether an extension or argument is enforced, as a reinforcement learning algorithm needs to know whether a terminal state (in which some set of arguments is enforced) is reached. Luckily, for verifying the acceptability status of a set of arguments numerous algorithms already exist (Gagg\textsubscript{el} et al. 2020; Dvor\textacute{a}k and Dunne 2017). Furthermore, verifying acceptance is in many cases less computationally complex than enforcing acceptance (Charwat et al. 2015).

### Reinforcement Learning

Unlike supervised machine learning, reinforcement learning (RL) does not rely on labelled training data. Rather, RL considers an agent that explores an environment by taking actions and aims to learn a policy that maximizes the received cumulative reward (indicating how well it achieved its goal).

Applying this to enforcement, we consider an argumentation framework as the environment in which an agent is rewarded for enforcing a set of arguments by introducing or removing attacks between arguments (i.e. flipping an attack relation).

RL problems are typically modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Thus, more formally, we define the MDP for enforcement as the tuple \((S, A, T, R)\), where given an AF \(F = (A, R)\), a semantics \(\sigma\) and a set of arguments to be enforced \(S \subseteq A\) (where for status enforcement \(S = P \cup N\)).

- \(S\) denotes the set of states where each state \(s \in S\) represents (a modification of) the AF \(F\). The initial state \(s_0 \in S\) consists of the original AF \(F\). A terminal state \(s \in S\) consists of a modified \(F\) where \(S\) is enforced.
- \(A\) denotes the action space, consisting of all possible attack relations \(A \times A\).
- \(T\) : \(S \times A \rightarrow S\) denotes the transition function, mapping a state-action pair to the next state. The transition function takes the current state \(s \in S\) with AF \(F\) and flips the attack relation \(a \in A\) to produce the new state \(s' \in S\) with the modified AF \(F'\).
- \(R\) : \(S \rightarrow \{0, -1\}\) is the reward function where the reward \(r\) is 0 for reaching a terminal state and \(-1\) otherwise.

Given a state \(s \in S\) an agent performs an action \(a \in A\) that produces a transition to the next state \(s' \in S\) and provides the agent with a reward \(r\). The goal is to find a policy \(\pi : S \rightarrow A\), describing the probability of taking an action from a given state, that maximizes the cumulative reward at the end of an episode. Our MDP formulation of enforcement encourages the agent first to find a solution (to receive a non-negative reward), and only then to minimize the number of changes made to the AF (to maximize the reward). Additionally, our reward function only requires verifying when a terminal stage is reached (i.e. verifying the acceptance status of the arguments which are to be enforced).

### Deep Q-Learning

Traditionally, RL problems are solved with tabular methods such as Q-learning, where a Q-table (a look-up table consisting of all possible combinations of states and actions) is iteratively updated with Q-values reflecting the goodness of each action given a state (Sutton and Barto 1998). The Q-value of a state-action pair \((s \in S, a \in A)\) is given by the expected discounted sum of rewards

\[
Q_{\pi}(s, a) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^{t} R(s_t) | s_0 = s, a_0 = a, \pi \right]
\]

where \(\gamma = [0, 1]\) denotes the discount factor and each action is chosen according to the current policy \(\pi\). Although Q-learning can discover an optimal policy for any given MDP, for computationally complex problems such as enforcement, constructing the Q-table becomes intractable due to the large state-action space. Moreover, a policy based on Q-tables can only handle previously seen states and therefore does not generalize to new problem instances. To overcome these problems a Deep Q-network (DQN) (Mnih et al. 2015) replaces the look-up table with a neural network that learns to predict the Q-values for any given state. The learned Q-value function is used to guide a greedy policy \(\pi(s) = \arg \max_{a} Q(s, a)\), yielding an approximation of the optimal policy.

### Model

We propose our enforcement model, which uses a GNN to learn a Q-value function for our MDP formulation of enforcement problems. Our model takes an AF and maps it to a fully connected graph where nodes and edges have a vectorial representation denoting which nodes represent an argument that should be enforced and which edges represent an existing attack relation. Next, the node vectors are iteratively updated by exchanging vectorial messages with their neighbours in a process called message passing. After a number of message passing steps the node and edge representations are mapped to the predicted Q-value for each edge.

Formally, let \(G = (V, E)\) be a directed and fully connected graph representation of an AF \(F\), where at message passing step \(t = 0\) each node \(i\) is assigned a real-valued vector \(v_i^t \in V\) indicating whether it represents an argument that should be enforced, and each edge between a node \(i\) and \(j\) is assigned a real-valued vector \(e_{ij} \in E\) indicating whether it represents an existing attack. At subsequent steps \(t\), each node \(i\) aggregates messages \(m_{ij}^t\) from its neighbours \(j\) and updates its vector representation, such that

\[
m_{ij}^{t+1} = \text{MSG}(v_i^t, v_j^t, e_{ij}, e_{ji})
\]

\[
v_i^{t+1} = \text{UPDT}(v_i^t, v_j^0, \text{AGGR}(m_{ij}^{t+1})))
\]

where \(N(i)\) denotes all neighbours of node \(i\). The message function MSG computes a messages based on the vectors of two connected nodes, along with the edge representations of both directed edges which mark the existence of a (counter-)attack and whether the attack has previously been
flipped. The update function $UPDT$ updates the node representation by taking the previous node vector, the initial node vector and the messages aggregated by $AGGR$. The message and update functions are parameterized neural networks which, in conjunction with the aggregation function, yield a neural message passing algorithm whose parameters can be tuned to solve various enforcement problems.

After each message passing step, an edge can be read out with the readout function

$$Q_{ij}^t = READ(v_i^t, v_j^t, e_{ij})$$

that maps the updated node representation and the edge representation to the predicted Q-value for that edge. The readout function is also a parameterized function devised to map the multidimensional representations to a Q-value.

**Neighbourhood Aggregation**

Recently, several studies demonstrated that the choice of aggregation function can considerably affect the performance of a GNN. The purpose of $AGGR$ is to aggregate the incoming messages into a single fixed-size vector such that it can be fed into the update function while sufficiently expressing the information contained in the incoming messages. A suitable aggregation function extracts information from an arbitrary number of messages and should be independent to the equally arbitrary ordering of those messages. Prior GNN studies proposed: learnable methods such as convolutions (Kipf and Welling 2017); injective methods such as summation (SUM) (Xu et al. 2019); and statistical methods such as mean ($MEAN$), maximum ($MAX$), minimum ($MIN$) and standard deviation ($STD$) (Corso et al. 2020). From these, convolutions and SUM have been applied to the static argumentation problem of predicting argument acceptance. Where Kuhlmann and Thimm (2019); Malmqvist et al. (2020) show reasonable performance with a Graph Convolutional Network, Craandijk and Bex (2020) show almost perfect performance on the static argument acceptance task using the SUM aggregator.

Although SUM is theoretically proven to be the most expressive aggregator (Xu et al. 2019), it might be unfit for enforcement problems. Since our model exchanges messages on a fully connected graph, the amount of incoming messages can vary significantly between different sized AFs. As the SUM aggregator amplifies messages, especially over multiple message passing steps, a large shift in node degree can lead to unstable node embeddings (Joshi et al. 2020). Recent work suggests using a combination of node degree agnostic statistical aggregation metrics (MEAN, MAX, MIN, STD), where each function serves a different purpose (Corso et al. 2020). MEAN computes the average of incoming messages, MIN and MAX can distinguish discrete signals, and STD quantifies the distribution of the incoming messages.

**Experimental Setup**

For all enforcement variants and semantics described in Section , we train three models end-to-end with deep Q-learning. GCN uses a convolutional aggregator as used by Kuhlmann and Thimm (2019); Malmqvist et al. (2020). AGNN uses a sum aggregator as used by Craandijk and Bex (2020), and EGGN uses a combination of MEAN, MAX, MIN, STD aggregators.

We sample AFs uniformly from all AF families implemented in the following generators from ICCMA (Gaggl et al. 2020): $AFBenchGen2$, $AFGen Benchmark Generator$, $GroundedGenerator$, $SccGenerator$, $StableGenerator$. The generation parameters are chosen randomly for each sample, resulting in a diverse set of AFs. To avoid duplicates, each AF is checked for isomorphism with Nauty (McKay and Piperno 2014). For each AF $F = (A, R)$ we generate extension enforcement problems by randomly selecting a set of arguments $S \subseteq A$ which currently isn’t enforced and such that $0 < |S| < |A|$. Status enforcement problems are generated by taking $S$ and randomly splitting it into a positive set $P$ and negative set $N$ such that $P \cup N = S$. We generate training instances with $|A|$ from $\{3, 4, 5, \ldots, 9\}$ and 1000 validation instances containing $|A| = 10$ arguments to train the network. We verify when arguments are successfully enforced by enumerating the extensions with the sound and complete $\mu$-tokia solver (Niskanen and Järvisalo 2020a). Finally, to evaluate the performance we generate two test datasets of 1000 instances containing $|A| \in \{10, 20, 50\}$. The $|A| = 10$ test sets tests how well the learned algorithm generalizes from the training data to AFs not seen during training. The $|A| = 20$ and $|A| = 50$ sets are used to evaluate the scalability of the solvers.

**Results**

We assess the performance of all methods with respect to two goals: finding a solution within an acceptable timeframe (efficiency) and minimizing the number of changes to the argumentation framework (optimality). We measure efficiency by the number of instances solved within a timeout limit, which is reached after 15 minutes or if the maximum number of changes necessary to enforce a set of arguments (i.e. the total number of edges) have been performed. For optimality, we measure the approximation ratio with respect to the number of changes made by the exact symbolic solver (Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo 2016; Niskanen and Järvisalo 2020b). Note that for Scept$_{grd}$, Scept$_{prf}$, Scept$_{cam}$, Cred$_{grd}$ we cannot obtain approximation ratios as currently no solver exists. Table 1 shows the results for all tasks under all semantics on the test sets for generalization ($|A| = 10$) and scalability ($|A| \in \{20, 50\}$).

**Graph Neural Networks**

First, we compare the different graph neural network models on the test sets where $|A| \in \{10, 20\}$. It is apparent from Table 1 that GCN is not able to learn an effective enforcement heuristic. On both the $|A| = 10$ and $|A| = 20$ test sets, it fails to solve a large fraction of the problem instances and exhibits high approximation ratios. AGNN and EGGN

---

This is the same timeout limit as used by (Niskanen, Wallner, and Järvisalo 2016; Wallner, Niskanen, and Järvisalo 2017).

Maudoita (for the grounded semantics) and Pakota (for the other semantics).
on the other hand, show to generalize from the training data by learning an efficient heuristic that solves all \(|A| = 10\) instances. When scaling up to size \(|A| = 20\) however, AGNN fails to find a solution for a considerable number of problem instances, while EGNN still solves all instances. This difference is also apparent when comparing optimality. Where both AGNN and EGNN find near optimal solutions on the \(|A| = 10\) set, scaling to \(|A| = 20\) causes a significant drop in performance for AGNN, while EGNN stays in proximity to the optimal solution. These results confirm the scalability issues of the SUM aggregator as discussed in Section . Since EGNN outperforms the other GNN architectures on all evaluation methods, we use EGNN for our further experiments.

### Symbolic Solver

If we now compare EGNN to the symbolic solver, the difference between an exact solver and the learnt heuristic become apparent. The symbolic solver is guaranteed to find an optimal solution, and does so for all enforcement tasks on the \(|A| = 10\) set. However, on larger AFs, the time needed to find a solution on problems that exhibit a high computational complexity can exceed the acceptable limits, which leads to the symbolic solver not being able to solve all instances in the test sets for \(|A| \in \{20, 50\}\). For \(\text{Strict}_{\text{prf}}\) and all status enforcement problems the fraction of unsolved instances is relatively modest under \(|A| = 20\). However, on the \(|A| = 50\) test set the symbolic solver fails to find all solutions under almost all enforcement problems and semantics. The extension enforcement problems \(\text{Strict}_{\text{prf}}\) and \(\text{Non} - \text{strict}_{\text{prf}}\) show quite significant performance drops with only 880 and 739 solved, respectively. For credulous status enforcement problems, the performance of the symbolic solver drops even further, with the solver only finding a solution in just around half of the instances for \(\text{Cred}_{\text{prf}}\) and \(\text{Cred}_{\text{stb}}\).

EGNN, on the other hand, is primarily optimized to find a solution, with minimizing the number of changes as a secondary goal. EGNN solves all instances on both the \(|A| = 10\) and \(|A| = 20\) sets within the time limit and reaches near optimal approximation ratios on most problems. On the \(|A| = 50\) set, EGNN solves all instances across almost all tasks, thereby outperforming the symbolic solver, especially on the status enforcement problems \(\text{Cred}_{\text{com}}\) and \(\text{Non} - \text{strict}_{\text{com}}\). Scaling up the AFs leads to an increase in approximation ratios and causes EGNN to not solve some instances for \(\text{Strict}_{\text{prf}}\) and \(\text{Scept}_{\text{prf}}\). This is not surprising since the symbolic solver results show that finding an optimal solution for these problems is generally hard.

### New Solvers

For \(\text{Scept}_{\text{com}}\) (equal to \(\text{Scept}_{\text{grad}}\) and \(\text{Cred}_{\text{grad}}\)) and \(\text{Scept}_{\text{prf}}\), we obtain, as far as we are aware, the first solver on these tasks. EGNN solves all problem instances on both test sets. Since currently no solver exists, we cannot report approximation ratios. However, the number of changes performed is

| \(|A|\) | Model | \(\text{Strict}_{\text{prf}}\) | \(\text{Non} - \text{strict}_{\text{prf}}\) | \(\text{Cred}_{\text{prf}}\) | \(\text{Scept}_{\text{prf}}\) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 10 | Solved | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| 20 | Solved | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| 50 | Solved | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |
| | | 1.000 | 1.000 | 1.000 | - | - |

Table 1: Enforcement results on the \(|A| = 10\), \(|A| = 20\) and \(|A| = 50\) test sets. The approximation ratios are only reported for instances solved within the timeout limit. For all coinciding problems, notably \(\text{Non} - \text{strict}_{\text{prf}} = \text{Non} - \text{strict}_{\text{com}}\), \(\text{Cred}_{\text{prf}} = \text{Cred}_{\text{com}}\), and \(\text{Cred}_{\text{grad}} = \text{Scept}_{\text{grad}} = \text{Scept}_{\text{com}}\) we only report the former.
We express this the fraction of arguments that should be enforced positively and negatively. We find that the runtime of the symbolic solver is dependent on the fraction of arguments that should be enforced positively, and the number of changes it performs. As a result, the runtimes stay almost constant and even outperform the symbolic solver on nearly all test instances, despite not being optimized for speed.

**Discussion**

**Related Work**

The past few years have seen an increasing amount of research effort directed to using GNNs for combinatorial optimization problems (Bengio, Lodi, and Prouvost 2021). However, existing work on neuro-symbolic methods for argumentation only focuses on the static problem of determining which arguments are (part of) an extension (Kühlmann and Thimm 2019; Craandijk and Bex 2020; Malmqvist et al. 2020). Furthermore, all these approaches are supervised by an existing solver, which makes them unsuitable for learning new solvers like we did in this paper.

With regard to reinforcement learning, some work exists on applying tabular Q-learning methods for argument selection in an argumentation dialogue (Alahmari, Yuan, and Kudenko 2019; Georgila and Traum 2011). Furthermore, Gao and Toni (2014) use an argumentation framework to represent domain knowledge in a multi-agent reinforcement learning environment. Although these authors use (standard) reinforcement learning in conjunction with argumentation, they do not tackle the problem of (finding heuristics for) enforcement in argumentation.

**Conclusion**

The research has shown that it is possible to learn a near optimal heuristic for various enforcement problems with a single graph neural network architecture through reinforcement learning. The proposed approach is not dependent on the supervision of an existing solver, but learns a heuristic end-to-end simply by verifying when a set of arguments has been enforced, enabling the discovery of heuristics for previously unsolved problems. The experimental results support the idea that solvers can be learned end-to-end with deep reinforcement learning without the tailoring and expert knowledge of a human designer. Further research is required to determine whether the approximation ratios and scalability can be improved.
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